For many years, the accountability of the South African Police Service (SAPS) to provincial governments has been a subject of debate. The Court, therefore, had the task of interpreting the powers of provinces with regard to policing, including that of appointing commissions of inquiry to investigate the SAPS. 13 The Court also had to 
History of sAPs accountability at provincial level
The advent of democracy in South Africa brought with it a plethora of changes to the structure and form of the country, including that of police accountability.
Some of these changes were required by the first interim constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
In the interim constitution, police services fell under the direction of national government as well as various provincial governments. 15 It is clear that under the interim constitution, provincial governments had powers to control the police in their respective provinces. 16 However, when the final Constitution (hereinafter referred to as the Constitution) was adopted by the Constitutional Assembly in 1996, the provisions of the interim constitution were drastically changed.
Under the Constitution, the powers of provinces were curtailed and they were left with only monitoring, To compensate for the provinces' loss of direct control of the police, the provinces were given powers to establish commissions of inquiry to probe allegations of police inefficiency and dysfunctional relations with the police. 21 It was these powers that became the subject of contestation in the case under review.
Current legal position
Under the Constitution, the powers to control and manage the police service in accordance with national policy, set by the national Minister of Police, are vested in the National Commissioner. 22 In In order to perform the above-mentioned functions, the province is given powers to:
• Investigate, or appoint a commission of inquiry into any complaints of police inefficiency or a breakdown in relations between the police and any community
• Make recommendations to the cabinet member responsible for policing 25 The Constitution provides that:
• A member of the cabinet must be responsible for policing and must determine national policing policy after consulting the provincial executive and taking into account the policing needs and priorities of the provinces as determined by the provincial executive
• The national policing policy may make provision for different policies in respect of different provinces after taking into account the policing needs and priorities of these provinces. 26 The Constitution further provides for the following:
• Court also affirmed that these powers should be exercised with regard to the principles of co-operative governance as espoused in chapter 3 of the Constitution. However, it is the view of this writer that there are certain notable impediments to the exercise of these powers. These include, inter alia:
• Non-recognition of provincial executive powers, as entrenched in section 206 of the Constitution, by provincial management of the SAPS. 41 The provincial management of the SAPS in certain provinces objects to provincial executives exercising these powers. 42 • The limited role of provinces in the formulation and determination of a national policing policy.
The authority to do this is vested in the Minister of
Police, who must establish policy after consultation with the provincial government and taking into account the policing needs and priorities of the province. 43 In essence, the provinces are at the mercy of the Minister in the determination of policing policy, especially those aspects that affect the provinces. 44 • Complaints from the public are the precursor to the appointment of a commission of inquiry or investigation. The provincial executive cannot ex mero motu set up a commission of inquiry or investigation. 45 To do so would be viewed as usurping the powers of control of the SAPS, which are vested in the National Commissioner.
• After the work of a commission of inquiry has been completed, the recommendations are sent to the
Minister. 46 The Minister may decide not to take action or may frustrate the process if he/she was against the appointment of the commission in the first place.
• 
Conclusion
The adjudication of this matter by the High Court and the subsequent appeal to the Constitutional Court has brought some clarity on the powers of provinces with regard to policing. The Constitution makes it clear that policing is a national competency. 49 However, this does not mean that provinces have no role in policing, in particular in holding the provincial police management to account.
The provincial executive also has a responsibility to promote good police-community relations. The exercise of these powers is not without challenges, but the challenges can be minimised if provincial executives understand the parameters of their powers. The ruling party, in its discussion paper, has advocated that the roles and responsibilities of provinces must be legislated so as to remove any uncertainty and possibility of disputes.
Furthermore, the discussion document advocates the strengthening of the powers and functions of provinces. 50 Equally, SAPS provincial management must accept and embrace the constitutional responsibility of the provincial executive to hold police in the province accountable for their actions. 
